
New Age Orthopaedic Shoes: 

 the stretchable upper option! 

 
 

So many medical referrals to the shoe shop come requesting a roomy 

toebox and seamless upper to accommodate any variety of forefoot 

pathologies. 

Traditional extra depth leather orthopedic shoes with non shearing 

Plastazote linings, like Apex Ambulator , can be useful for sure. 

But they carry with them a number of annoying liabilities including the 

added weight and bulk. This inevitably leads the patient to say..... 

'I won't wear them, they're ugly!’. 

 

 

In reaction, some traditional orthopaedic shoe lines are expanding to 

meet the needs and wants of a younger minded aging population. Heavy 

leather extra depth toe boxes sits alongside a variety of attractive, 

accommodative stretch material shoe options. 

Propet and Orthofootwear use Lycra and nylon in an “accordion - 

like expandable pattern to help create lightweight super stretch toe boxes 

able to comfortably accommodate some of the most challenging arthritic 

feet. 

 

 
 

 

Hammertoes, bunions and mallet toes can sit comfortably against 

the toebox material with limited risk of abrasion. 

This is particularly important with the diabetic foot! 

 



Xsensible models are pricey but are also more fashionable with 

craftsman like quality. 

Xsensible created a complex multilevel material made from Lycra and 

spandex that is laminated to a razor thin outer layer of leather. The 

result is the ultimate in "stretch leather" seamless footwear. 
(notice below the illustrated stretch in the full elastic toe box for a hammer toe) 

 

 
 

Pedors markets some more affordable orthopaedic options with thick 

stretch fabrics. Unfortunately they can prove to be less than attractive. 

That being said, their wider outsole platforms, deeper uppers, 

accommodative Velcro closures and extensive width options make them 

a prime choice for that challenging post-operative and/ or ademitous 

foot. 

Portofino dabbles in the stretch category but the fabric has minimal 

elasticity. Their gussets are well placed and the shoes are very 

fashionable and attractive to numerous age groups 

 

 
Running shoe designers are also now using accommodative stretch 

fabrics in some of their high end road shoes. 

Asics for instance uses what they call their “biomorphic" gussets to 

better accommodate a nasty hallux valgus or bothersome Taylor's 

bunion. (Stability model Gel Kayano as well as the neutral Gel Nimbus). 

 

 



 

But with all the forefoot accommodation that comes with the new stretch 

toe box models, I find it curious that the designers usually miss 

incorporating a stiff rockered sole in models clearly aimed at patients 

with forefoot pathologies. 

 

 

 

Shoe prescriptions/recommendations for the arthritic, diabetic and / or 

traumatic foot often read: 

 

 

"Please fit patient with shoe that has 1) accommodative roomy toe box  

2) seamless upper 

3) stiff rockered sole" 

And unfortunately 'two outta three' IS bad. 

 

 

A stiff rockered sole helps to offload the forefoot and is a key element in 

managing this this type of ambulatory foot. 

Lightweight accommodative stretch options with inspiring cosmetics are 

indeed welcomed, but new age designers need to incorporate some old 

school stiffness and support with the elastic so that those forefoot issues 

are not only accommodated but are protected against flex related stress 

while walking or running. 

 

 

For a review of some stretch upper options... visit Ladysport.ca and look 

for a listing of key stretch models or browse The Shoe Update for more 

information. 
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